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SUPER 8 FILMS, AND MEMORIES, 
COPIED TO DVD AND A MEMORY ‘STICK’ - PENNY LOVE 

 
Most of you know that I have family in Japan and have visited a couple of times, in 1976 
and 1981. Needless to say, I took my trusty super 8 camera, plus many 50 foot reels of 
film as video very rare, if at all at that time. 50 ft. reels only gave you about 3 minutes of 
film and you had no idea what it looked like until it came back from Kodak, usually with 
their famous blue stripe/scratch somewhere, but you lived with it as was expected and you 
just hoped it wasn’t on the most important part of the film that you wanted to use, and that 
the footage you had taken was all usable and in focus for a start!!!!!! 
 
After editing, putting a commentary and Japanese music on the finished film I ended up 
with a couple of very nice films of the family and the various places we had visited and 
things we had done, even if I do say so myself, OK to watch but a nuisance to get the 
projector and speakers set up each time but with the coming of video I transferred the film 
on to a VHS tape. Quite easily done, project the film on to a sheet of white paper while 
videoing it with my video camera. Much easier to watch but quality not as good as the 
original of course.  
 
While I was in Japan I kept a sort of diary and typed it all up as a present for my brother. 
When he died, Liz, his partner, gave it back to me and I kept it on a shelf but wondered if 
my cousin’s daughter would like it as she and her brother were both very young when I 
visited and wouldn’t have remembered half of what we did when this ‘strange lady from 
England’ was staying. She emailed back within minutes to say yes please so I decided to 
have the films copied to send with ‘the book’. 
 

  
 
I contacted Tom Hardwick, who writes in the IAC magazine, and who we film people 
have known for many years both as a judge and a friend at events over the years, as I knew 
he did this with professional equipment and Andrew Tweed and John Astin had had copies 
made of some of their films and were very pleased with the results. 
 
He was able to do the transfer for me, along with several other films, so off they went to 
him. It took a while for them to all be transferred as he doesn’t use my method but has 
some fantastic equipment that ends up as amazing DVDs or a memory stick to watch at 
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any time I like. My cousin’s daughter wanted her copies on a memory stick but all mine 
are on one DVD. 
 
I told Tom that I would write an article for our n/l and asked if it would be OK to give out 
his name and here is a copy of what he said with his contact info in case you would like 
any copies of your films done. 
 
“Yes, that's fine Penny. In fact you could say (if you wanted to add some gentle technical 
details) that after cleaning, I do my film transfers by photographing every single frame of 
the Super-8 film directly, using a powerful macro lens fitted onto my Sony A7RII 
mirrorless camera. The resulting MP4 file is fine-tuned on the Adobe Premiere timeline, 
and either output to DVD, SD card or USB stick.” 
 
You can get lots more details, should you need them, from: 
tomrhardwick@gmail.com 
078908 72534    
 
I was so pleased with the end results that I thought I would share this with you. No doubt a 
lot of you transfer your own films, but maybe don’t have a cine projector any more or have 
very old films on an old gauge, but for “non-techno’s” like me it was well worth having 
the copies done.  
Cost depends on how much work needing to be done of course, the length of the film etc, 
but Tom gives you an estimate beforehand so no hidden surprises. 
 
When I sent the originals off, Christine and Bob also had copies done of one of the films I 
sent and which we made many moons ago, ‘The Little Happening, Happening’, a murder 
mystery in the style of Agatha Christie and involved most club members, (our group was 
called Foursquare Productions), and agreed with me that the end result of Tom’s work was 
absolutely fantastic. In fact, they all looked much better in quality of sound and pictures 
than the originals, and it was really great to be able to watch these films again. 
 
Definitely several gold stars to Tom and thoroughly recommended by me. 
 

 

mailto:tomrhardwick@gmail.com
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"Steve McQueen - The Lost Movie" -  Geoff Glover 
I don’t know how many PBFM members are fans of Steve McQueen, and/or interested in 
motor racing films, but if you have access to SKY TV you might be interested in a 
programme entitled "Steve McQueen - The Lost Movie" which was aired on Sky 
Documentaries (channel 114) on 1st Jan 2021 at 9pm.  It is about two top Hollywood 
Companies in the mid-1960s competing with each other to make an international motor 
racing film. Warner Bros - "The Day of the Champion" - director John Sturgis (“The Great 
Escape”) and MGM "Grand Prix" - director John Frankenheimer and the dirty tricks each 
company played to stop the other being made. 

I was involved in the pre-shooting of "The Day of the Champion" both at the Nuremberg 
Ring in Germany and the following spring at Oulton Park in the UK, driving with Stirling 
Moss. Steve McQueen was still working on another film at that point. 

In October this year SKY TV asked me to appear on camera to talk about my recollections 
about the events which resulted in the collapse of one of the projects involved.  I appeared 
in the programme and did “voice over”. I didn’t know the whole truth about what 
happened all those years ago, but the 2 hour documentary filled in some more of the 
details. 
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Steve McQueen should have been at the wheel of a Lotus 30 shooting some of the 
million feet of unused footage for this cancelled movie… 

Some of the background story from “Autosport UK” … “John Frankenheimer and MGM 
were in a race with Steve McQueen and Warner Bros to make a movie with Grand Prix 
racing as its theme. 

John Sturges was the Director of “Day of The Champion”, filming of footage, using many 
cars specifically acquired for the purpose, commenced in 1965. 

‘The Sand Pebbles’ in which McQueen starred, and for which he received his only 
Academy Award Nomination ran over time, delaying the production of ‘Day of The 
Champion’, his Hollywood neighbour James Garner played the lead role in ‘Grand Prix’, 
the iconic 1966 F1 movie and a huge commercial success, beating ‘Day of a Champion’ 
into the cinemas. 

The pin was pulled on the “Day of The Champion’, there was no value in two similar 
movies appearing at about the same time. 

McQueen didn’t speak to Garner for over two years…but came back with a vengeance in 
‘Le Mans’, not much of a story, a commercial flop but a sensational racing movie! 

John Sturges famously quit ‘Le Mans’ after arguments with McQueen who wanted a 
documentary style ‘slice of racing life’ film, Sturges equally adamant that a strong story 
line was essential for commercial success…’I’m too old and rich to put up with this shit’ 
was his parting line. 

‘Le Mans’ was completed, after running hopelessly over budget, but only after Steve 
tipped his acting fee and forfeited his gross in the films takings to fund it… 

But what a movie!” 
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Variable theme/Open Competition Thursday 21st January 2021 
 

Six films were entered for the competition this year and most reflected the unusual 
“Lockdown” situations that we have found ourselves in periodically since last 
March. Each film was available to be watched by members via the internet, and then 
they gave them a percentage score. Andrew Tweed received the results from 12 
members who returned them, and then collated the scores so that each film received 
a percentage result, which is shown below. During the Zoom meeting, 13 members 
had the opportunity to comment on each film. 
 
Ed Kinge.  – “Poem” - 5 mins  Poem 1.mp4 
 
Ed reflected on the poems that he had heard during his life and chose a humorous one to 
read to camera that he particularly likes entitled “Warning” by Jenny Joseph. Members 
enjoyed Ed using a wig while he read the poem but felt the introduction was too long. It 
was awarded 6th place with 63.5% 
 

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AspHOqDj5niygyOozk-_tonLDONK
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Max Bender – “With a little help from my friends”  – 
2:45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smMHY1PmkR0 
 
Max and Helen are both founder members of Chickenshed Community Choir and have 
continued to perform and record songs during Lockdown. Max was asked to create and 
edit a video to accompany this performance, and he used photos, including some of his 
own, to represent the theme of friendship within the wider Chickenshed community. 
Members thought it was nicely edited but some stills could have been held longer. It was 
awarded 3rd place with 68.7% 
 

 
 
Andrew Tweed - “Christmas Past” - 2:45. https://youtu.be/rWDOoWAcr70 
 
Andrew sat by his Christmas tree and talked about how different this Christmas had been 
for him, compared to the past. He showed 2003 footage of a Christmas market in Vienna 
with stalls, wooden toys and families choosing things to buy together, with close ups to 
capture the experience. Members liked the many close ups of a colourful Christmas as it 
should have been. It was awarded 2nd place with 73.2% 
 
Andrew Saunders  - “Imagine That – Two” - 3:00 https://youtu.be/Ixhmne2BtZ0 
 
Andrew S. took footage from a much loved Clint Eastwood film “Dirty Harry” and put 
himself into the action. He used original footage and filmed himself on the ground looking 
up at the Magnum 44. Members thought it was amusing but were concerned at the amount 
of commercial footage it contained. It was awarded 4th place with 68.1% 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smMHY1PmkR0
https://youtu.be/rWDOoWAcr70
https://youtu.be/Ixhmne2BtZ0
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Christine Collins – “Alexia, my helpful gadget” - 30seconds https://vimeo.com/502358369 
 
Christine made a short film showing what might happen if you asked “Alexa” a “going 
out” question during Lockdown… It was a short film based on a cartoon. Members liked 
the concept of it. The film was awarded 5th place with 66.8% 
 

 
 
 
John Astin – “Lockdown One” https://vimeo.com/502362729 
 
John filmed situations that were new to him during the first Lockdown, shopping on line, 
hand washing clothes, his new rotary airer, ironing, cutting his hair and going for regular 
exercise around the roads where he lives. He ended the film by noting how beautiful the 
weather and flowers had been in spring and summer 2020. Members liked how the film 
showed John coping with the changes to his life that Lockdown had brought inside and 
outside, including coping with a rotary airer that kept falling over! They felt the film 
captured the feel of the time and it was awarded 1st place with 76.1% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://vimeo.com/502358369
https://vimeo.com/502362729
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Thursday 4th February 2021 - Films from the IAC, BIAFF 2020 
 

Christine Collins selected six films for members to watch and comment on from videos 
awarded 2* and above at the online BIAFF 2020 weekend event. It was an opportunity for 
members to cast a critical eye over a number of films, without offending the film makers, 
and to consider whether they agreed with the star ratings each film had been awarded. 
 
“Namibia, it’s deserts, people and wildlife” by Ian Morris 4*. Members liked the use of 
split screen, maps and some fantastic close up shots of animals. The commentary was clear 
and more or less continuous, which some members liked but others did not. Everybody 
liked the sequences of the big cats and flamingos. 
 
“Spitfire, wings over Kent” by John Sharp 2*. There were some great flying sequences 
filmed in the air, although members found the inclusion of the helicopter take off 
distracted from the theme of the film. There was no dialogue but the use of the “Spitfire 
Prelude” by William Walton added to the atmosphere. It was felt that this was a good film 
for enthusiasts. 
 

 
 
“Fellas” Bristol Club video 2*. An animated video of penguins in “conversation”. 
Members thought the animation of high quality, similar to Aardman productions, with 
interesting and amusing voices given to the penguins, however, the story was a little thin. 
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“Paper boats” John Simpson (Dorset) 4*. The film showed a large number of paper boats 
being made, floated and then sinking in a bath. There was a dedication at the end to those 
refugees who have died crossing the sea by boat. Members thought the quality of 
photography was uninspiring but the creative idea behind the video was interesting, if not 
completely successful. 
 
“Have you seen Buster?” by Emmanuel Lin 5* and winner of the 16 to 21 age category 
of film maker. The film followed a teenage boy who was attempting to find a dog named 
Buster and then to gain a “first date” with its owner. The quality of writing and the acting, 
from both the boy and others in the film, was outstanding. There were a very wide variety 
of shots which matched with the purpose written music score. The film was amusing and 
most members enjoyed it very much. 
 

 
 
 
“Above it all” Bristol Club video 2*. The film was a “one line gag” movie filmed on 
Beachy Head which used green screen and sound recorded indoors. Two men discuss 
suicide with a joke about a remote control and accompanying innuendo. It made members 
smile, but they felt it could have been better filmed. 
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Memories of camcorder technology using videotape from around 
1984, thanks to Bob Chester 
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Animated Film Making- Alex Williams 17.2.2021 Gloucester Film Makers 

Kevin Daws from Gloucester Film Makers invited film clubs from around the UK to 
hear a presentation and Q&A session via Zoom delivered by animator Alex 
Williams. Around 75 film makers joined them and the meeting was chaired by 
Simon Summers from BIAFF. Simon said that many clubs may well want to continue 
to run Zoom meetings like this, as well as hall based sessions, in the future. 

Alex Williams and his late father Richard, were animators for “Who framed Roger 
Rabbit?” and Alex has worked on “The Lion King”, “Harry Potter and the half-blood 
Prince”, “Robots” and the Narnia film “Voyage of the Dawn Treader.” Alex 
originally trained as a barrister before following his father into animation, working 
for Disney and Pixar and latterly at Escape Studios. He also worked on his father’s 
film “The Thief and the Cobbler” and now lectures on animation to students. 

 
 

Alex recommended “real time rendering” and the use of Blender, a free software 
program or purchase Maya. He suggested using stop motion animation and Lego 
models for beginners, making an excellent job of short films to show at Festivals, 
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using freeware for backgrounds, and creating characters such as Peppa Pig that the 
audience care about or relate to. He said that you do not need to be good at 
drawing to be a good animator but a mix of art and technical skills was most useful. 
Students needed dogged determination to work in the industry. 

Alex gave a short video presentation on how to create a good animated film. He 
said that animation was a very time consuming process and a few seconds 
completed film a week was good going, so it is best to make a short video and do it 
well! He identified four stages in the process and said that many of these equally 
apply to live action film making; 

Development a) Concept “What if… idea”, b) outline synopsis of story, c) 
treatment, how the story will be told, d) script with dialogue, using free CELTX 
software to help the animator 

Pre-production a) character design drawings, b) visual development, style 
paintings, environments to be shown and colours, c) voices for the characters and 
narrator, d) story boards showing detail of action, e) PREMIERE software,  f) 
animatic story reel, g) proof of concept – a teaser trial to test out the ideas, h) 
modelling of character designs, environments and sets, i) model character 
making/rigging, j) test character rigs for movement/walking/gestures 

Production a) 3D layout and stage each shot cinematographically, b) animation of 5 
to 10 seconds a week, c) colour keys, light and colour, d) final 3D layout, e) editorial 
and continuity, f) special effects and simulations, g) compositing, putting all the 
elements together h) final rendering of shots using computer, very time consuming 
so often done overnight 

Post Production a) Foley work of sound effects to be recorded and added - 
freesounds.org b) music score, use copyright free or make your own music c) final 
sound mix and balance, d) colour balance throughout the film. 

Alex recommended Canal+ “I want to make an animated Movie” and there are links 
to Alex on the IAC Facebook page, Wilmslow Guild AV group and through 
Wikipedia. 

 

 

 

Anatomy of a holiday film – Zoom 18.2.2021 
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Andrew Tweed organised this Zoom session for 12 members. The first video we watched 
was “5 tips on making a holiday film”, a film for new video makers. 

1. Film steady and without panning, use still shots and camera movement 
2. Have a visual story – this, then this, then this, a micro narrative 
3. Capture a sensory experience, how does it feel to be there? 

 

 
 

4. Don’t film too much, it makes editing really difficult 
5. Film an ending for the video, pre plan for the edit 

 
During the discussion afterwards, members suggested using people in the film to engage 
with feeling and atmosphere, long, medium and close up of details which add variety. 
The presenter should be centre stage rather than as voice over. Panning could be fine, 
begin still on object A then pan to B and hold still on it to end the pan. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwzSUld6bS8 

The second film was “Cinematic Lighting”. The presenter advised using contrast such as 
window light as well as the Key Light source. Position the Key Light to give different 
effects – flat lighting, no shadow, butterfly lighting which is flattering to the face, wedge 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwzSUld6bS8
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(Rembrandt) lighting, split lighting, dramatic lighting and use of deep shadow. Back 
lighting adds quality and use a contrasting background colour to the presenter, extra 
lights add more interest. We noted that unwanted reflections from spectacles can be lost 
by lifting the ear temples slightly. 

Ed Kinge spoke in detail after the film about his interest and experience in photographic 
and film lighting. He mentioned the dramatic use of light in the Caravaggio painting, 
”Entombment of Christ” (1600) and Ed will present a session on the use of lighting in film 
making when we return to Wyllyotts.  

 

The final film of the evening was a Family Film Club video on the work of a film Foley 
artist who creates and adds sounds in post-production to match actions in the film. We 
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watch the production of a flour filled sock covered in gaffer tape which made the sound 
of walking through snow. Christine Collins described her experiences of making sounds to 
add to films by Armand and Michaela Denis. 

“Pot Luck” ten older films to enjoy on Zoom, 4.3.2021 
A large number of films were submitted by members to Andrew Tweed for this evening 
of nostalgia, and thirteen members had the chance to watch ten videos. 

“The Wood Sculpture”, a film by Daphne Brown, showing the craftsmanship of John 
Spielman, with many close-ups of wood working using a variety of tools. 

 

“The Pink Phone”, a ghost story, filmed by Heather and Brian Palmer (Team C), it was 
made around 8 years ago and won 3 stars at BIAFF. 

“The Card”, a film by Bob Chester that told the story of an anniversary dinner booking at 
Wyllyotts Manor. The use of character names by actors made it seem a little dated. 

“Stolen Property”, a short film by Moonlight Productions; Phil Elmer and Max Bender 
play two inept thieves who mistake an estate agents for an art gallery! 
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“Lavender Blue”, a film by Christine Collins, showing a family enjoying a field of lavender 
near Hitchin. A lovely location and photogenic children. 

https://vimeo.com/515323070 

“The Inheritance”, selected by Leo Howard, the story of hidden gems buried by thief Alfie 
Bloggs in The Great Woods at Cuffley, and a foiled attempt to recover them by his 
brother Charlie. 

“Java Jive”, a film to the music of the Ink Spots showing coffee in a large variety of 
locations with many close ups and location sounds along with the song. 

 

“Just a minute of Fords”, a short film by Bob Chester, with various Ford cars, old and new. 

“From Port to Plate” a documentary by Max Bender, filmed at the port of Essaouira in 
Morocco, with a fish seller demonstrating close ups of his fresh fish from the port. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB50nxrrUCA&t=47s 

 

“The Falkirk Wheel”, a film showing the lifting wheel to carry boats up a lock linking 
Glasgow with Edinburgh, made on location by Phil Elmer and including diagrams and 
maps to show how it worked. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB50nxrrUCA&t=47s
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Unfortunately, due to technical difficulties, Penny Love’s digitalised films from Super8 
could not be shown, but they will be included in a further session of this much 
appreciated evening. 

Subscriptions 
Many thanks to all those who have renewed their Membership at the reduced rate. 
Receipts will be issued at the first physical meeting. To those who haven't, Rule 18 
applies, "Persons shall cease to be Members if they are in arrears with their subscription 
for more than 3 months....."  

We still have ongoing expenses even though we have no room hire.  

Cheers for now,  

Bob.  

 

The night I bumped into Kathleen O’Rourke (Kathy Kirby) 
Kathy Kirby was reportedly the highest paid female singer of her generation with her own 
Saturday evening television show with audiences of more than 20 million. She was best 
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known for her cover version of Doris Day’s “Secret Love” and for our entry in the 1965 
European song contest where she finished in second place to this day, the only 2nd 
placer who performed from the 2nd spot with the song “I Belong”, first was France Gall 
from Luxembourg. 

 

Kathy was born in Ilford Essex in 1938 and grew up in Barkingside, the eldest of three 
children of Irish parents her mother, Eileen, brought up the family alone after their father 
left early in their childhood and Kathy attended the Ursuline Convent School where she 
sang in the choir.  

Her big break was in 1956 with a meeting with Bert Ambrose, a bandleader, to which she 
had a long time affair with till his death in 1971. Indeed, she had numerous relationships 
and one being with Bruce Forsyth, such is the allure of the ‘blonde bombshell’ and her 
hour glass figure. Her relationships were the probable reason why she never made films 
in Hollywood. 

Much of her life was in poor health and towards the end was diagnosed with 
schizophrenia. She was living on state benefits and some royalties shortly before her 
death aged 72. 

 In 2011 she moved to Brinsworth House in Twickenham at the insistence of her niece 
Sarah, Lady Thatcher, 2nd wife of Mark Thatcher (yes, that Thatcher!). So, like Kylie 
Minogue today, Kathy also became a bit of an Icon among gay men and sad old 
filmmakers like me. Now for you rock fans some info her 1963 song  “Secret love”, it had 
the legendary Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin on the guitar , one of his “earliest guitar for 
hire” gigs, session work when he was 16. Wow, the things you find out on internet. It was 
1971 that Kathy realised that Ambrose, a compulsive gambler, had lost almost all her 
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money, and about 1975 when she was declared bankrupt, and the same year that she 
was living with a female fan. 

I used to meet some friends in the Duke of Lancaster [demolished 2002, now flats] in East 
Barnet. One evening, I was walking past the pub entrance to the bar and she came in 
with her girl-friend and a small Scottie dog. She did a small dance and “Sorry, sorry” 
around me before going into the snug, but this was an encounter with no fame attached, 
as it appears I’m the only one who recognised her! 

Andrew Saunders 

 

SAD NEWS ABOUT JOHN ASTIN FACI 
 
“I was very sad to know of the illness, and more so of the sudden death of John, and even 
though we knew what would happen eventually, it was a great shock. He always seemed 
to be a chap that would be around forever.                                                       Penny Love 
 

 
 

A John Astin commemoration evening will be held on Zoom on Thursday 15th April at 
7.45pm and a “John Astin Special” News Letter with the many tributes received, will be 
published, before the Summer News Letter, on Friday 23rd April 2021 
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Potters Bar FilmMakers will be represented at John’s funeral by Christine Collins, Bob 
Chester and Andrew Tweed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service order for 
John Astin 

Service Date 31-Mar-2021 at 1:00pm 

Service Chapel Chapel - Woollensbrook Crem 

Website https://www.obitus.com/ 

Username guji4457 

Password 172297 

Webcast: Live Webcast & Watch Again 

https://www.obitus.com/
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Holiday Competition 2021 – 18.3.2021 on Zoom 
 

11 members of the club joined the Zoom Competition discussion evening after having 
had the opportunity to watch and score the films earlier. 

Phil Elmer – “Cornwall with Grandsons, Chris and Steve” 17:14 

A film of a family holiday at Treyarnon Beach near Padstow, with Phil looking after his 
grandsons. They enjoyed surfing, football and exploring the area. Members commented 
that it was a nice and simple family holiday. It was awarded 4th place with 58.3% 

https://youtu.be/F_FcoeM4S7k and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj7YMoMT9Q4  

 

  

 

 

Andrew Tweed – “Wonders of Wildlife” 12:26 

Andrew included moving postcards about the Galapagos Islands and large mammals in 
Namibia. Some footage was in 4:3 format and the animals were very impressive. The film 
was awarded 2nd place with 82.7% 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JErQuiLuE4 

 

Andrew Saunders - “Imagine” 3:42 

Andrew filmed a “green screen” holiday by a pool in Monaco, and climbing a mountain, 
complete with “snow”, all videoed laying on the green screen on his patio. The film had a 
punchline, an advert for PBFM! The film received 1st place with 83%. 

https://youtu.be/I7tETsgHZE4 

https://youtu.be/F_FcoeM4S7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj7YMoMT9Q4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JErQuiLuE4
https://youtu.be/I7tETsgHZE4
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Sid Dawkins – “Latvia” 12:25 

Sid has made films previously, including aircraft films, this was his first entry in a PBFM 
competition. It featured footage around the city of Riga and then a wedding celebration 
in rural Latvia. The film was placed 5th with 67.8% 

https://youtu.be/rBYnBN9A8vc 

 

Max Bender – “Parascending” 5:47 

The film was made in Makarska last September with Max’s two German friends, Jannes 
and Kati, flying high over the spectacular blue sea and also over the countryside, to 
music. It was awarded 3rd place with 74.1% 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA9pMXEucYk 

 

 

https://youtu.be/rBYnBN9A8vc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA9pMXEucYk
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with grateful 
thanks to all the contributors and “Roving Reporter”, Penny Love 

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter. 
 

Please send your articles or comments for inclusion 
In the “John Astin Special” Newsletter to:- 

The PBFM Editor – Max Bender 
 

 

 
bender@screaming.net  
by the following dates:- 

 

Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 9th April 2021 
 

Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 16th April 2021 
 

(WORD documents, font 14, with JPEG photographs separately) 
 

E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 23th April 2021 
 
 


	Affiliated Member

